Manual Call Point Singapore

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Can the alarm bells (above manual break glass) be painted with different colour? The alarm manual call point can be painted with other colour beside red? The explosion-proof manual alarm button adopts casted aluminum alloy housing with explosion-proof housing and the separate input and output terminal chamber, in accordance with System Sensor Singapore.

Conventional manual call point - Apollo fire detectors, Home / products / conventional CP135 Explosion-proof Manual Call Point / Singapore Alarm for sale

Options: • Electrochemical • Infrared point • Infrared imaging • Semiconductor • Ultrasonic


We are a leading Singapore based company that offers Calibration Singapore, manual with different devices such as the Pull Station or Manual Call Point.

In Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and Asia, pull stations are generally not used, instead a manual call point is used. Established in 2014, we are a widely acclaimed trader, supplier, wholesaler, distributor and service provider of Manual Call Point, which is placed in various. We are an unparalleled name in offering a superior range of Analogue Addressable Manual Call Point which is compatible with all GFE addressable control. NEA regulates the food retail industry in Singapore to ensure that food sold at retail outlets is under the PDS, demerit points are given for each public health offence that is convicted in court or compounded. Hotline, 1800 CALL NEA


For this reason fire detection and alarm systems always include the Manual Call Point (MCP), which allows a building occupant to raise the alarm to evacuate.